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The Epic Pilgrimage: The Way of the Ascetics of El Capitan
John A. Shultz
Kansai Gaidai University, Japan
japanjohn.com@gmail.com

El Capitan and its related environs constitute the ‘holiest of holies,’ the ‘center of the universe,’
or the ‘mecca’ of the rock climbing world. Big walls are simply the tallest, steepest, and most
challenging rockfaces on the planet. For the tribe of big wall climbers, El Capitan, which stands
nearly 1000 meters above the Merced River in Yosemite National Park in California, has a mystique
and allure unmatched by any other location. In previous work, I establish the concept of climbing
on El Capitan as ‘vertical pilgrimage’ (Shultz, 2020), and in this paper, I focus specifically on
climbing efforts as pilgrimage asceticism. The research presented here is part of a larger effort
focused on contemporary serial climbers on El Capitan, individuals who structure their entire
lives around the cliff, and who return to the challenge again and again. The methods employed
are generally ethnographic with elements of auto-ethnography. I consider whether two seminal
theories of asceticism, Harpham (1992) and Valantasis (2008), survive out-of-sample testing with
specific data from serial El Capitan climbers. To construct the analysis, I first, carefully consider the
basic character of key movements of the pilgrimage from start to finish, including elements that are
particularly austere in nature. Secondly, I consider, in detail, the language and interpretations of the
El Capitan pilgrimage employed by four well-known ascensionists. Specific use of the term epic,
which is ubiquitous in climbing discourse, is shown to hold significant meaning with respect to big
wall asceticism. I conclude that these theories not only pass this out-of-sample test but can be shown
to have significant descriptive utility with data related to these climbers. In particular, the ideas of
Harpham and Valantasis potently describe how the culture of this famous rock arises from ascetic
endeavors. Overall, this work demonstrates the tremendous potential of using an ascetical lens for
analysis in the budding field of pilgrimage studies.
Key Words: El Capitan, asceticism, big wall climbing, pilgrimage, Yosemite National Park

A Dangling Auto-Ethnographic Lens

Figure 1: The Central Prow of El Capitan

The following is an account by the author:
Floating 475 meters above the ground, my
walkie-talkie signals to my climbing partner go
unanswered as I dangle from a two-bolt anchor
far above the hustle of cars and tourists below
in the horizontal world of Yosemite Valley in
Yosemite National Park, California. Due to
the severely overhanging nature of this cliff, if
I were to drop something now it would strike
nothing but the ground a dozen or more meters
from the base of the route. While climbing the
last 40-meter section from the previous anchor
point, conditions have changed considerably
from the previous six days of our social scientific
adventure. An 80 kph wind has begun to rage,
often blowing straight up the rockface. In these
conditions especially, no news from my partner
positioned at the belay point down below is not
good news.

Photo by Author
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‘I am DYING…’ the shout of my desperate comrade
is suddenly carried to me by a violent gust of wind. A
portaledge is a heavy-duty cot that hangs from a single
suspension point, and our portaledge has been a cherished
home for seven days on a promontory nearly void of any
naturally flat place to stand or sit, let alone sleep. On this
1.23 by 2-meter platform, we have cursed, laughed, eaten,
drank, slept, urinated, defecated, convalesced, partied,
live-streamed, and taken in million-dollar views. While
attempting to disassemble the portaledge, the nylon
suspension straps tangled around my partner’s neck. The
wind is catching the nylon bed like a gusseted sail and is
strangling him violently like an assassin’s garrot. Unable
to immediately aid my compadre, I am flush with anxiety
about his situation. The shouts of distress finally fade
from below, and the radio crackles with the reassuring
message that the surly portaledge has been tamed and
stowed.
I haul our bags of equipment to my anchor point using
a pulley system reminiscent of a block and tackle from
days of old. The bags are now less than half of their
initial weight of approximately 115 kilograms with most
of our food, water, and alcohol expended. The plan was
to spend just five days on the wall, but today’s labours
look as if they will stretch into the dark on day seven.
We are sustaining ourselves on emergency rations and
unconsumed leftovers. When the hard toil of hauling for
this section is done, I begin to shiver and console myself
by eating some of my new trademark trail mix: a bizarre
combination of turkey jerky, sour gummy bears, and
nuts. ‘This is the tastiest thing I have ever had,’ I think to
myself, as I pause to let the contrasting tangy and salty
flavours wash over me. While chewing, I stare outward,
nearly dumbstruck by the beauty that surrounds me. It is
picture postcard views for 180 degrees from the majestic
Cathedral Rocks to the stately Half Dome.
My partner begins ascending the taught climbing rope
and removing the climbing equipment I have placed in
cracks in the cliff wall. He is understandably shaken by
his choking ordeal and moving cautiously, but he skilfully
executes highly technical manoeuvres on this traversing,
overhanging section. Despite the pain and drama of the
last hour, our climb in its entirety is going exceptionally
well.
My spirits soar with a new-found ability to spot trees on
the cliff-top to the left and to the right of our position.
Our climb ends only 73 meters away, and we will sleep
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Link 1:
Instagram Reel of Quinn Hatfield ‘spacewalking’
on the Dawn Wall route South Seas (15s). By Kevin
DeWeese and shared with permission.
blissfully untethered on top tonight. Yet, before we can
lounge there, there will be hours of tenuous equipment
placements utilising small steel hooks placed on tiny
edges in the rock, challenging climbing using only
hands and feet on sloping holds, and arduous equipment
hauling. At this juncture, I cannot predict that with the
onset of dusk and feeling flush with ‘summit fever,’ I
will also make a mistake that deeply severs our rope for
hauling the equipment.
Across from this lofty, chilly, perch, I notice a team of
three climbers 200 meters away but nearly level with us
on the Dawn Wall, a central section of stone as steep as
the wall that we are on, but that starts much lower and is
nearly twice as long. A giant LGBTQ ‘Progress Pride’
flag flapping with their bags of equipment immediately
suggests it is Kevin DeWeese, and with him, it must
certainly be Quinn Hatfield and a third friend. DeWeese
and Hatfield1 are thoughtful informants for this research
project. We exchange shouts back and forth, as I watch
in admiration and horror as their third climber ascends
a free-hanging rope to the upper anchor, perhaps nine
meters from the wall and 760 meters off the ground, in a
fantastic display of the unnerving sensation that climbers
call ‘exposure’. He is a strange gravity-restricted granite
astronaut, spacewalking in a mind-numbing void.
My mind can barely grasp the fanciful sights
around me, let alone the will of certain humans
to make such an ethereal and foreboding
journey. How can I possibly give it an adequate
social-scientific description? Fortunately for
me, the voices of more experienced pilgrims will
come to my aid (Shultz, 2022a).

The Project: Data, Methods, Theories, and
Biases
This article is part of a work-in-progress that considers
contemporary serial El Capitan climbers from the
perspective of pilgrimage studies. It looks specifically
at individuals who have structured their lives around the
iconic, granite rock formation that stands nearly 1000
meters tall above the valley floor. While a single ascent
1 The informants cited here all have a significant presence in
the public domain and have elected not to use pseudonyms.
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Figure 2: El Capitan as Seen from El Capitan Meadow

Photo by Author

of El Cap, as it is affectionately known, would constitute
a crowning achievement in any vertical pilgrim’s career,
my sample of informants includes a whole host of
climbers that are statistical outliers, even among those
who challenge big walls, which are simply the tallest
and most difficult cliffs in the world. Five individuals
have claimed the status of the centurion, with 100 or
more ascents (Shultz, 2020). Four individuals (including
one on the centurion list) appear to have succeeded in
climbing the rock by means of 50 distinct routes: an
accomplishment that ranks as more technically difficult
and dangerous than achieving high repetitions on a
handful of well-travelled climbs. As elaborated here,
however, this work considers a whole cadre of pilgrims
who return to challenge the stone at such regular intervals
that their lives become inseparable from El Capitan.

the giant rocks of Yosemite are perceived as sacred,
and climbing them can produce the highest levels of
significance, personally and/or spiritually. This tendency
can be seen across time in the discourse of the naturalist
John Muir (1838-1914), the early pioneers of climbing
on El Capitan in the late 1950s / early 1960s, and the
current crop of active wall rats (see Taylor (III), 2010).
Andy Kirkpatrick, a famous British climber, author, and
serial El Cap ascensionist writes on his fifth journey to
the stone:
This and every other trip [to the rock] was
a pilgrimage and like all pilgrims I had been
nervous the first time that El Cap wouldn’t live
up to the hype (Kirkpatrick, 2012:26).
Nonetheless, he concludes that this ‘mecca of climbing’
can never disappoint, no matter the number of times one
climbs it:

In analytical terms, this climbing is well conceived as
an ascetic pilgrimage. In previous work, I establish the
concept of ‘vertical pilgrimage’ and lay out its precedents
from both Japanese mountain ascetic phenomena and
from the history of climbing in Yosemite (Shultz, 2020;
see also Taylor(III), 2010). With respect to the latter,

an expanse of rock so big that it has its own
gravitational pull [and the] mightiest, most
beautiful wall on the planet (Kirkpatrick,
2012:26).
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Hatfield (2022), a famous chef and a veteran of 19 El Cap
ascents, aptly characterises the mountain as ‘otherworldly’
not just to non-climbers, but even to climbers. Brandon
Adams is one of the most accomplished contemporary
El Capitan climbers with 55 ascents, 11-speed records,
and two unrepeated original first ascents. Adams (2022)
portrays the inescapable connection of those who return
again and again to the holiest of holies, saying simply: ‘It
is what I see when I close my eyes’.
In terms of methods and theory, this research draws
from several orientations. By attempting to describe
this tribe of ‘wild humans’ (Adams, 2022) engaging in
one of the most extreme endeavours known anywhere
in the world, this study is ethnographic. As a lifelong
climber and as a successful El Cap pilgrim, I introduce
auto-ethnographic components to the research, where
Link 2:
Virtually climb the Nose route on El Capitan. Google
Map tour.
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they can provide insight. Likewise, for the purpose of
participant observation, I am climbing together with
and in proximity to these serial pilgrims. Data includes
extensive interviews conducted on Zoom, the telephone,
and in person, as well as incorporating writings in the
public domain, including books, magazines, SNS posts,
and online forum discussions. These data are coded and
analysed using the qualitative analysis software ATLAS.
ti. In terms of theory, I draw extensively from the concept
of unending pilgrimage outlined by Reader and Shultz
(2021), which argues that pilgrimage systems are often
steered by outlying individuals who compulsively repeat
sacred journeys.
I would be remiss not to highlight the genuine potential
for bias in this current analysis and with the project
overall. A research consultant has suggested that I am
something of an insider to the tribe of El Cap climbers.
Many of these informants have been my climbing heroes
from my youth onwards, and others have personally

Figure 3: Dr. Steven Wright Settling in for the Evening on his Portaledge on the East Face of El Capitan

Photo by Author
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mentored and counselled me on the ritual arts of big wall
climbing. Being responsible for a climbing partner’s
life and living side-by-side in close proximity through
stressful situations can lead to strong bonds. Although I
aim to turn my subjective insights into a potent lens for
understanding an intricate phenomenon, prejudices could
still potentially emerge.

No matter how hedonistic, materialist, selfindulgent, wicked, or atomistic they may be, all
cultures impose on their members the ascetic
discipline of ‘self-denial’ (Harpham, 1992:xiii).
As such, he posits asceticism as a universal ‘subideology common to all cultures,’ and a ‘form producing
agent’ (Harpham, 1992:xi). The link between culture and
ascesis is found in assertions that ‘all cultures are ethical
cultures’ and that ethics itself is ‘inescapably ascetical’
(Harpham, 1992:xi).

The purpose of this article is to test seminal theories of
asceticism derived from Christian and European spiritual
/ intellectual contexts, dramatically out-of-sample, with
data from serial El Capitan climbers. More specifically,
I analyse key structures from Harpham (1992) and
Valantasis (2008), considering the movement, language,
and orientations of these vertical pilgrims. I argue that
these more open-ended conceptions of asceticism and
their relationship to culture, survive out-of-sample
testing with respect to a cross-section of pilgrim ascetics
of El Capitan, and these theories can be shown to provide
genuine analytical utility.

Valantasis (2008:7) agrees with Harpham’s assertion that
ascetical activity creates cultural foundations but wishes
to place emphasis more on the role of the ascetical selves.
He defines asceticism as
performances designed to inaugurate an
alternative culture, to enable different social
relations, and to create a new identity’
(Valantasis, 2008:8).
This conception hinges on four elements: performances,
culture, relationships, and subjectivity, with the first two
being the emphasis of his analysis. Drawing from Geertz,
he states,

Encompassing Perspectives on Arduous
Spirituality
How austerities can colour and steer sacred travel is a
decidedly fruitful area for descriptive analysis. While
non-ascetic pilgrimages abound, for those who embrace
structured challenges and discomforts, these aspects
often become the most meaningful elements of their
experiences (Shultz, 2016, 2022b). Asceticism, as a
topic of theological, philosophical, historical, and social
scientific inquiry, has blossomed in the last 35 years, but
the full implications for pilgrimage studies have been
notably lacking.

asceticism breaks down the dominant culture
through performances that aim towards
establishing a counterculture or alternative
cultural milieu (Valantasis, 2008:10).
Importantly for the study of pilgrimage, Valantasis
maintains that this process creates the ‘alternative culture’
around a ‘new center’ (10), causing a ‘heavy emphasis
on the location of asceticism (withdrawal, monastery,
desert, pilgrimage, pillar)’ (2008:10).

Harpham posits a broadly conceived, positive place for
asceticism as nothing less than the catalyst for culture.
Following the example of William James, Harpham
frees the concept of asceticism from purely religious or
spiritual practices and institutions (1992:xiii). He defines
asceticism in a loose sense as referring to

Bridge to Bridge: The Circular Granite
Austerities
While philosophical and theological interpretations of
asceticism and ascetic practice can vary significantly in
a single pilgrimage system (Shultz, 2016), we can find
important commonalities in the shared experiences of
movement. As with many noteworthy pilgrimages, big
wall climbing on El Capitan can be understood to be both
physically and psychologically circular, beginning and
ending from the area known by climbers the world over
as the ‘centre of the universe’: El Capitan Bridge and the

any act of self-denial undertaken as a strategy
of empowerment or gratification (Harpham,
1992:xiii).
The true boldness of Harpham’s thesis is the linking of
the ascetic imperative to the birth of culture itself. He
states:
82
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Link 3:
Explore El Capitan Bridge and El Capitan Meadow
on foot. Google Maps, Street view. Please turn 180
degrees to see El Capitan.
adjacent El Capitan Meadow (Elli & Zabrok, 2019:661).
The Bridge is something of a spiritual node where the
‘saints’ of the mountain congregate. This consequential
junction is described as ‘where your friends become
heroes and your heroes become friends’ (Putnam, 2021).
The Bridge and The Meadow provide a commanding
view of nearly the entire expanse of rock. Here, climbers
layout, sort, and pack their equipment on tarps in an ageold ritual practice that is often fuelled by coffee, beer, and
/ or cannabis. The main access trails for all routes on the
cliff begin at a single trailhead on the west side of The
Meadow. The approaches to various climbs range from a
15-minute hike, for the Nose and Salathe Wall routes, to
arduous 60-minute scrambles that include fixed-ropes, for
the route Lurking Fear on the West Face of the mountain.
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as an ‘easy’ route up this gigantic rockface, only paths for
which the odds are stacked more in one’s favour.
More specifically, the walls of El Cap are negotiated with
free climbing and aid climbing. Free climbing is simply
climbing with one’s hands and feet, generally with
specialty rock shoes and chalk for the hands. For nonclimbers free climbing is commonly confused with free
solo, which is free climbing without a rope to safeguard
against falls. Due to the professional level of technical
skills and athletic prowess required, El Capitan is only
rarely free climbed, and one professional climber has
estimated that perhaps only 500 people in the world
can accomplish such a feat (Kirkpatrick, 2022). At the
ultimate extreme, Alex Honnold broke through fantastic
boundaries by making the only free solo ascent of El
Capitan in 2017 (Flashman, 2017).
Figure 4: One Climber Hauls the Equipment, While
the Other ‘Cleans’ Camming Devices from the Rock.
(Note the bags and portaledge are hanging plumb
a considerable distance from the wall, showing the
steepness)

After negotiating their chosen climb, most climbers will
choose the East Ledges Descent to return to the valley
floor from the top. This is a harrowing route; it has steep
slippery, no-fall zones where a misstep could catapult a
climber to their death and a series of four fixed rappel
ropes, ranging in length from 28 to 43 meters (Sloan,
2021:61). After reaching the canyon floor, it is a kilometre
back to El Capitan Bridge, where exhaustion and wounds
are often soothed with celebratory libation and a chance
to spray—to brag through storytelling—about the climb.
Regarding the climbing itself, El Capitan holds almost
inexhaustible challenges in terms of routes. The rock is
believed to have about 100 big wall climbs. Nonetheless,
most climbing is concentrated on a handful of highly
regarded and more technically moderate trade routes.
This includes the iconic Nose route up the central prow of
the rock, which was the first climb on the cliff pioneered
by Warren Harding and various partners in 1958. As
Kirkpatrick (2022) explains, there is really no such thing
Link 4: The El Capitan Gigapixel Route Mapping
Project. This resource allows for the exploration of
major climbs on the mountain through 10,000 highresolution images stitched together with route lines
drawn on top. Double-click on the first image on the
linked page to begin.

Photo by Tom Evans, used with permission
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against the backdrop of poor sleep, insufficient caloric
intake, chronic dehydration, fear of falling rocks, threats
of foul weather, the blazing California sun, and often
smoke from forest fires or controlled burns initiated by
firefighters. For illustration, consider the issues of calories
and dehydration. It is not unusual for climbers, who are
generally a svelte class of individuals, to lose 4.5 or more
kilograms on a single climb up the cliff (Hatfield, 2022).
Such dramatic weight loss is known colloquially as the
El Cap cut, and I personally experienced a surprisingly
similar loss as a result of my own ascent.

With aid climbing, progress is made by placing gear in
the rock to facilitate vertical movement. Typically, nylon
ladders, known as aiders or etriers, are attached to the
equipment in the stone, such as camming devices, in-situ
bolts, pitons, or metal chocks. The relative difficulty of
aid climbing, therefore, comes down to how hard it is to
place climbing equipment and the potential length and
danger of any subsequent fall that could take place (Elli
& Zabrok, 2019:71–86).
Overall, the climbs can be approached with an entire
spectrum of paces. Traditionally and most commonly
today, El Capitan is a multi-day affair requiring the
hauling of supplies and bivouacking on the cliff face.
Less hurried ascents are known as big wall camping,
and, indeed, many locations rank among the most
dramatic and scenic campsites in the world, giving a
huge impetus to not rushing. The paradox is that the
more leisurely the ascent, the more supplies that must
be hauled, creating more weightlifting work. Likewise,
the slower the climb, the more likely to find oneself in
foul weather or to become tangled up in other parties.
As such, big wall campers migrate toward the steepest
climbs on the rock, especially the East Face, where bags
of equipment often hang in free space with no friction
against the rock and where overhanging granite becomes
a natural shelter from rain and snow. At the other end of
the spectrum, El Capitan can be climbed in a single effort
unbroken by a night’s sleep, known as in-a-push (IAP),
or if accomplished within 24 hours, in-a-day (IAD).
These ascents substitute the labour of hauling heavy bags
with the more ironman-like efforts of near continuous
movement. Doing El Cap IAD is a world-class athletic
endeavor, and the speed involved invariably requires
greater risk-taking. Two exceptional El Cap climbers,
Tim Klein (a centurion) and Jason Wells became the
twenty-ninth and thirtieth fatalities on the mountain in
2018, falling 300 meters while speed climbing through
one of the easiest sections of the Salathe Wall (Fimrite,
2018).

It would be a mistake to separate the pure physicality of
big wall climbing from the mental aspects that so deeply
affect such movements. While climbers commonly
describe these physical labours as among the most
taxing of their lives, the toils have a heightened intensity
brought about by the huge psychological burden of being
Figure 5: El Capitan Pilgrims Negotiate a Steeply
Overhanging Section of the Wall

This vertical journey requires dangerous, laborious, and
highly technical manoeuvres to be repeated day after day
Link 5: Video of climbers and their bags of
equipment on the route Mescalito (14s). The shot
pans out to show the scale. By author.

Photo by Tom Evans, used with permission
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just a tiny spec in an ocean of granite. Much of this toil
and trial takes place under public observation from the
bridge and meadow, adding even more to psychological
pressures. In addition to fear of death or dismemberment,
there is also the anxiety that a misstep could require a
potentially expensive and very public rescue. Thus, all big
wall movement is done against a sort of extreme mental
gravity: an overwhelming desire simply to abandon these
efforts and return to the safety and comfort of the ground.
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self-described ‘epic’ on Iron Hawk, a calamity he calls
‘the most crazy freaking thing to ever happen to me
in my life’ (Hudon, 2022). Iron Hawk has a fearsome
reputation for steep climbing, loose rock, and 76 meters
of free climbing on a glassy slab at the top with extremely
poor protection against what could be a huge fall (Sloan,
2021:235). Hudon explains his predicament near the end
of the route in a self-published online trip report:
I was more exhausted than I can remember ever
being.

The Ascesis of Epic

Not only was I physically beaten, but my selfconfidence had become severely shaken. I had
taken too many falls, made too many mistakes,
had too many things go wrong. I didn’t trust
myself any more. The crazy confidence in myself
that had previously gotten me up so many routes
over the years, had simply evaporated ….

Big wall climbers love the term epic. The title of a new
online instructional course demonstrates the expression’s
dual meanings: ‘Big Wall Bible: Your guide to epic[1] big
walls without epics[2]’ (brackets added) (Jinks, 2022).
Epic[1]—as you might hear university students use
it—implies great, very enjoyable, or unexpectedly
exciting.
Epic[2] is much closer to a more classical association
with tales of heroes and impossible challenges,
implying the highest level of fear, suffering, doubt,
and effort. Climbers routinely use epic[2] as a verb,
as in ‘Those gumbies totally epic-ed on a go at
Tangerine Trip in-a-day’.
Consider the epic[2] case of Mark Hudon’s ten-day solo
of the route Iron Hawk in 2012. Hudon’s tremendous
reputation and his continuing high-level climbing career
at the age of 66 have led the tribe to call him ‘MarkF#cking-Hudon’ or ‘Mark Huge-D*ng’. Hudon’s El Cap
career started at the tender age of 18 in 1974 with an
ascent of the Salathe Wall, an adventure that he explains
changed the entire trajectory of his life (Hudon, 2022).
His early free climbing efforts on El Capitan in 1979
were boldly visionary and unmatched up to that time.
Hudon explains that—despite all of the climbing styles
he has engaged in and areas he has practiced his craft—
climbing for him fundamentally means climbing on El
Capitan (2022).
After several decades where he had given up on big wall
climbing, Hudon returned to Yosemite and began racking
up ascents on the iconic rock, both with partners and
solo. The first solos of Hudon’s second El Cap career
went smoothly, but a confluence of factors caused his

… After ten days of the hardest work [i.e.
climbing] of my life, I was virtually paralyzed.
Quite simply, I could do nothing (Hudon, n.d.).
Hudon was finally able to escape his granite crucible
when his friend and climbing partner lowered a rope
down to him from the summit.
This example of an epic[2] El Cap climb is something
of a descent into a physical and mental void at the limits
of human endurance. The narrative imparts how the
pilgrimage can put an individual face to face with one’s
own being. On this climb, Hudon experiences what might
be described as a sort of ego death. While attempting
to rally his spirits, he says to himself at one point ‘I’m
Mark Hudon, and I’m badass’ (n.d.), but the statement
rings hollow, and he is nearly reduced to tears. Indeed,
he faces tears every time he does slideshow presentations
of the Iron Hawk misadventure (Hudon, 2022). The
notion of El Cap epics becoming an existential crisis of
the self is similarly the central premise of Kirkpatrick’s
(2008) book Psychovertical. Sometimes purposefully,
sometimes inadvertently, the ascesis of El Cap epics
leads individuals to ponder their fundamental existence
and their life’s true meaning. Unsurprisingly, this type of
soul-searching appears especially when a climber faces
these incredible challenges alone.
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Figure 6: Climbers Engaging a Thin Corner Crack on the East Face of El Capitan

Photo by Tom Evans, used with permission

The Allure of the Colourful Rope of SelfFlagellation

When you are doing something which is so
hard and so pointless and so selfish and just
… Everything about big walling is negative …
there’s no way to really say this is a good use of
my time and believe it. I mean, it’s incredibly …
dumb (DeWeese, 2020b).

How does one draw the deepest meaning from the most
meaningless of activities? DeWeese is a deeply passionate
big wall climber, who spends nearly every weekend away
from his job in non-profit financial services on the granite
of Yosemite. He explains that on its surface big walling is
a fool’s errand. He elaborates:

His thoughts here are reminiscent of Yvon Chouinard, the
El Capitan pioneer and founder of the outdoor apparel
company Patagonia, who declared that climbers (and
surfers) are ‘conquistadors of the useless’ (Chouinard,
86
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Malloy & Johnson, 2010). But both vertical pilgrims
concur that in the context of this extreme suffering
and pointlessness, a real meaning can emerge. Indeed,
there is no need to argue that DeWeese’s viewpoints are
representative of an ascetic interpretation, he states it
explicitly:
What I used to say all the time was that it’s not
that I can do what others can’t, it’s simply that
I do what others won’t. And so, it’s like I’m
willing to suffer, and I’m willing to deal with the
fact that big walling is not fun. And it’s just a
horrible, masochistic, thing that we do. But you
know, like any sort of ... not aesthetic … ascetic
sort of philosophy, there’s a certain … clarity
you get from self-flagellation (DeWeese, 2020a).
DeWeese explains that the suffering itself connects you
to the world around you, and, at times, this is seen in
the cultivation of hypersensitivity. He relays a mystical
account from his momentous twelve-day solo climb up
the Dawn Wall in 2013, one of the mountain’s steepest and
longest sections. He recalls seeing shimmering threads
of silver off to his left as he was climbing (DeWeese,
2020b). What were likely strands of spider silk, instead
appeared like chains of lightning flashing in the air, and
this fantastic sight overwhelmed him, stopping him
immediately. His conclusion from this transcendent
encounter is that
the higher the suffering, the more likely I’m
going to have an experience where I feel like I
am connected to something larger than my
infinitely small little mind (DeWeese, 2020b).
Kirkpatrick, Hatfield, and Hudon show remarkable
agreement regarding a positive state of mind resulting
from extreme ascesis, even though they express this with
a range of language. Kirkpatrick compares the El Cap
pilgrim to someone like a stoic in a monastery (2022). In
the context of these endeavors, one returns to a ‘pure state
of mind’ and eliminates the confusing chaff that clouds
one’s thinking (Kirkpatrick, 2022). He describes this as
a purifying endeavour that restores the climber to a more
primal or animalistic mode of being, brought about by
a certain clarity found with life-or-death consequences
(Kirkpatrick, 2022).
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Hatfield similarly expresses the allure of these austerities
that on a certain level he recognises as fundamentally ‘so
f#cking absurd’ (Hatfield, 2022). In daily life, he finds his
mind either ‘all over the place’ or so hyper-focused that
it is somewhat overwhelming (Hatfield, 2022). Climbing
on El Cap provides a sense of flow that he associates with
meditation, an activity he does unfailingly. He elaborates:
There’s just something about the way that feels
…. when you get that flow going … it’s really
addictive and sort of like calming, and almost
medicating in a way (Hatfield, 2022).
Interestingly, he describes this deeply compelling state
as ‘intensity,’ something he has felt and been drawn to
with weightlifting, professional cycling, and working as
a chef in top-rated restaurants. He elaborates that ‘pain
and suffering’ is just part of the intensity that he seeks
(Hatfield, 2022).
Hudon speaks about how one escapes the needs or
problems of the terrestrial world when ascending into the
otherworld of El Capitan. Worries about the checkbook
or the war in Ukraine drop away (Hudon, 2022). Even
if San Francisco was attacked with a nuclear bomb, he
ponders, there is nothing one can do except continue
climbing. He further elaborates:
You know… so in good times… it’s sort of really
emptying yourself and cleansing yourself of
all those kinds of worries. It’s like, all I have
to do is place the next piece [of climbing gear]
(Hudon, 2022).
While speaking in an interview, he returns again and
again to the sense of single-mindedness that the El Cap
pilgrimage gives you, something DeWeese and Hatfield
also articulate consistently in their own descriptions.
Life becomes a pure distillation of what needs to be
done. Hudon asks rhetorically, ‘How often in the average
person’s life is there only one way to go?’ (2022). But on
this cliff, he exclaims, ‘You only have one thing to do’
(Hudon, 2022).

Contemporary Theories of Asceticism
Accessed
The open-ended concepts of Harpham and Valantasis,
which tie asceticism to cultural creation, seem well
supported and provide a demonstrable utility with the
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data from the El Cap pilgrimage. Some analyses, such
as Harpham’s notion of a throughline connecting the
ascetic imperative, ethics, and a rising culture are so
descriptively fruitful regarding this research that they
require lengthy, exclusive treatment elsewhere. Here, I
have chosen to focus on how these ideas help to explain
why this particular cliff has a unique ability to create a
culture that outshines any other rock climbing location in
the entire world.

Bridge, on SNS, or in online forums, such as the nowdefunct Supertopo Forum or the Mountain Project ‘Big
Wall and Aid Climbing Forum’. DeWeese and Hatfield
had previously convinced me of Virginia’s aesthetic
quality and approachability, through numerous posts
on Mountain Project. DeWeese is himself mentored by
Steve Bosque, one of the route’s pioneers (see Sloan,
2021:240).
Pete Zabrok is a serial El Cap climber with many
accolades, including being a contender for the most
individual routes completed, spending the most nights
on the wall with more than 800, and as a co-author of
a hefty big wall climbing manual (Elli & Zabrok, 2019;
Smart, 2022). The seasoned veteran likewise extolled
the overall quality of Virginia, while tantalising me with
an annotated topographical map of his own experiences
climbing it in 2000. The map with his notes was provided
with something of an oral contract that had me pledging
to climb the steep and foreboding original start, which
is sometimes avoided. Zabrok considered this section
essential to the overall essence of the route.

Valantasis explains how a new culture arises from a
new centre where asceticism takes place (2008:10), and
this process is fully reliant on the relation of narrative
(2008:12). DeWeese (2020b) offers insight into this
process by stating simply,
I do feel like those who are obsessed with El Cap
are really obsessed with, in a sense, the ability
to have your experience understood better.
Big wall climbs on other rocks lack the same sort
of common text that creates shared meaning, and,
subsequently, culture. For DeWeese, climbing on El
Capitan allows a more direct and optimal way for
climbers to engage with each other. The longer one
continues with these remarkable feats, seemingly the
stronger the awareness that you are a part of something
bigger. Roberts provides a summary of the converging
perspectives of Harpham, Brown, and Foucault stating
that

Erik Sloan is likely the most central and influential figure
in contemporary El Cap climbing, as the author of the
definitive guidebook for big walls in Yosemite Valley and
with his ever-presence at the centre of the scene. Sloan
personally gave us warm encouragement in El Capitan
Meadow the day before we started Virginia. While on
the route, we were significantly enabled by Sloan, who
produced the detailed topographical map that showed us
the vertical path and who also carefully replaced dozens
of climbing anchor bolts along the way.

all emphasize the display of the ascetic self,
the imitation of the ascetic model, and the
importance of the ascetic’s communication
of his or her life, ‘in the flesh’ or in writing
(1996:415-16).

Indeed, it is logical to think that my own status among
serial El Cap pilgrims now relates directly to this solitary
ascent. On August 23, 2022, Hudon was considering an
ascent of Virginia in October and made a post on Mountain
Project inquiring about its current conditions (Who has,
2022). Thus, I found myself in the curious position of
providing information to a climbing hero. Virginia is a
relatively obscure route that is only 30 years old, but
it still exhibits this demonstrable shared significance

Valantasis similarly explains how ascetic performances,
which inaugurate alternative culture, likewise enable
social relations and create a new identity around this
emerging nexus (2008:8).
Consider the example of my own experience climbing a
route on El Capitan called Virginia in the spring of 2022,
which is partially described above. This climb has been
ascended by nearly all my informants, and this single
vertical path creates a compelling shared meaning, even
akin to a common sacred text. Discussions of individual
routes like Virginia arise in lively discourse at El Capitan

Link 6: Video of climbers on the final section that
links the route Virginia to the summit (10s). By author.
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among a cadre of El Cap enthusiasts. Immensely popular
climbs like the Nose or the Salathe Wall have shaped the
emerging culture of El Capitan even more dramatically
for more than 60 years.
For all this meaning-making and cultural construction
amongst the big wall tribe, consider the cultural effects of
El Capitan pilgrimages on the population more generally.
If you spend time around El Capitan Bridge, El Capitan
Meadow, or near the base of the rock, you will soon
discover throngs of non-climbers who come simply to see
the ascetics. Indeed, climbers may find themselves being
observed during most daylight hours. This lends support
to assertions by Valantasis that performance is a common
or universal element of ascetic practice (2008:8-10). The
special status of El Cap pilgrims is overt: tourists seek
them out, ask to take pictures with them, quiz them about
curious details (like how they use the toilet), and offer
them refreshments. At times it seems there are not enough
El Cap climbers to satisfy the masses of enthusiasts that
are there to observe this new form of wildlife.

Figure 7: Signboard for the ‘Ask a Climber’ Program
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The National Park Service has fully embraced this reality
by allowing the Yosemite Conservancy to implement
the ‘Ask a Climber Program’ for tourists, which places
a climbing interpreter, explanatory exhibits, and highpower spotting scopes adjacent to the El Capitan Bridge
(Yosemite Conservancy, 2020). Likewise, a new bus stop
for the Yosemite Valley free shuttle bus was recently
added specifically for El Capitan Bridge. Reverence
for the El Cap ascetic saint has surged especially with
the popularity of the films Dawn Wall (2017), Free
Solo (2018), and the newly released film, Legacy on the
Muir (2022). So much of the culture of Yosemite itself
is built around climbers, particularly El Cap climbers.
For example, the Yosemite Village Mountain Room
Bar, where Sloan is a manager, is a living shrine to
pathfinding climbers, many of whom imbibed there and
whose images and other memorabilia line the walls.
All of this has led to a further sacralisation of the gigantic
cliff. In recent years, I have seen a significant number
of non-climbers purposefully trekking to the base of
the rock simply to touch the sacred stone. This journey
is arduous for many and contains hazards from falling
objects. As such, touching El Cap is a modest ascetic act
in homage to a greater one, harking to the assertion that
there are some ‘multivalent duplications’ at the location
of ascetical activity (Valantasis, 2008:11). In 2021, my
climbing partner observed a New Age goddess cult
performing naked ritual ablutions before the rockface in
the Merced River next to El Capitan Bridge. Finally, a
glance at hashtags on social media, such as #elcapitan on
Instagram, shows significant spiritual associations with
the stone among non-climbers. The cult of El Capitan has
grown decidedly bigger than the climbers themselves.
Collectively speaking, perhaps there is genuine support
in Yosemite for the belief held by Valantasis (2008:xii)
that suppression of formal religious asceticism has led
to a rise in:
secular ascetical activities to fill a void created
by the impulse to define an alternative body,
society, and cosmos.

Photo by Author

The empowerment-related themes of Harpham and
Valantasis seem to align well with modern tendencies
towards spiritualisation and self-help. As seen above,
the very absurdity of these ventures coupled with a
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high level of toil, deprivation, and angst, create a fertile
ground for ascetic meaning. The otherworldly character
of El Capitan and its associations with some of the most
challenging austerities on the planet have indeed created
a new sacred site, a new pilgrimage, and a new culture.
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